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H O L d E N  T H O R P
Chancellor, University of North  
Carolina at Chapel Hil l
Featured Monday, February 9th
Holden Thorp is chancellor of the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. A Carolina 
alumnus and faculty member, Chancellor 
Thorp was appointed July 2008 after serving 
as dean of UNC’s College of Arts and Sciences. 
He is a Kenan professor and an award-win-
ning teacher and researcher. He also chaired 
the nationally recognized department of Chemistry, where he has 
been a full professor since 1999. From 2001 to 2005, Thorp directed the 
Morehead Planetarium and Science Center, guiding efforts to expand 
the planetarium’s original emphasis to become a comprehensive sci-
ence education center for North Carolina. 
Thorp has published more than 130 scholarly articles on the 
E d wA R d  S E i d E L
Director of the Office of Cyberinfrastructure 
at the National Science Foundation and the 
Floating Point Systems  
Professor in Louisiana State University’s 
Department of Physics and Astronomy 
Featured Tuesday, February 10th
Edward Seidel is a physicist recognized world-
wide for his work on numerical relativity and 
black holes, as well as in high-performance 
and grid computing. He was director of Louisi-
ana State University’s (LSU) Center for Compu-
tation & Technology (CCT) from 2003 - 2008 and he is the Floating Point 
Systems Professor in LSU’s departments of Physics & Astronomy and 
Computer Science. in addition to leading the CCT, he helped initiate, 
and is presently the chief scientist for, the $40 million Louisiana Optical 
Network initiative. in 2008, the National Science Foundation selected 
keynote speakers
electronic properties of dNA and RNA. He invented technology for 
electronic dNA chips that is the basis of 19 issued or pending U.S. 
patents. For his dNA chip technology, Thorp was recognized as one of 
the Top innovators of 2001 by Fortune Small Business magazine. in 
2005, Thorp co-founded Viamet Pharmaceuticals inc., a biotechnology 
company targeting metalloenzymes in the fields of infectious disease, 
inflammation and oncology.
Thorp has received many honors for his research, including the 
National Science Foundation’s Presidential Young investigator Award, 
an Alfred P. Sloan Fellowship, the david and Lucile Packard Fellowship 
for Science and Engineering, and both the New Faculty Award and 
Teacher-Scholar Award from the Camille and Henry dreyfus Founda-
tion. He received his bachelor of science degree with highest honors 
in chemistry from UNC in 1986. He earned a doctorate in chemistry 
from the California institute of Technology in 1989, was a postdoctoral 
associate at Yale University and started his faculty career at N.C. State 
University. He joined the UNC faculty in 1993.
Seidel as its director for the Office of Cyberinfrastructure, in which he 
oversees advances in supercomputing, high-speed networking, data 
storage and software development on a national level. Seidel retains 
his faculty positions as well as his affiliation with CCT at LSU, and he 
frequently returns to the center to advise on research, projects and 
other strategic initiatives.
Seidel earned his Ph.d. from Yale University in relativistic astro-
physics. Prior to becoming CCT director, Seidel was a professor at the 
Max-Planck-institute for Gravitational Physics (Albert Einstein institute, 
or AEi) in Germany from 1996-2003. There, Seidel founded and led AEi’s 
numerical relativity and e-science groups, which became leading forces 
worldwide in solving Einstein’s equations using large-scale computers, 
and in distributed and grid computing. He wasalso a senior research 
scientist at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications and 
associate professor in the Physics department at the University of  
illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
 
ANdREw CAMPBELL 
Director of Prometheus and Lecturer in Psy-
chology at The University of Sydney, Faculty 
of Health Sciences  
Featured wednesday, February 11th
Andrew Campbell has been researching 
the use of the internet, mobile phones and 
computer games and their impact on human 
behavior for more than 10 years. Having 
worked internationally with experts in the 
area of cyberpsychology, he has obtained experience in how the inter-
net effects society at large as well as individual behavior. 
Campbell is the director of Prometheus (www.prometheus.net.
au) a scientific group dedicated to the research and application of 
technology towards the advancement of mental health treatments 
in such disorders as attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (AdHd), 
depression, anxiety, stress, self-esteem and learning difficulties. He is 
a registered psychologist in the Australian state of New South wales, 
where he runs a private clinic at the Brain and Mind Research institute 
at the University of Sydney. His practice is dedicated to the treatment 
of child and adolescent psychological disorders, specializing in the use 
of traditional developmental psychological therapy, as well as utilizing 
new cyber-psychological approaches for emerging problems such as 
computer game obsessional behavior (a.k.a. computer game addic-
tion). Campbell has been interviewed extensively on the subject of 
cyberpsychology in international media and has a growing publication 
record in scientific journals.
Campbell received his Ph.d. in psychology, a MappSc. in psychol-
ogy and a graduate diploma of higher education (awarded with merit) 
all from the University of Sydney. He received the Early Career Research 
Excellence Award-Faculty of Health Sciences from the University of 
Sydney in 2008.  
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welcome to Chapel Hill and the fourth annual iConference - iSociety: 
research, education, engagement! The iSchools Caucus and the 2009 
iConference Planning Committee are delighted that you have joined 
us for a conference which features three plenary sessions, nine paper 
presentations, fourteen roundtable and ten wildcard discussions, work-
shops, a pre-conference doctoral colloquium and junior faculty mentor-
ing session and so much more.  we hope you have an opportunity to 
attend as many sessions as possible. The program is truly exceptional! 
This year’s iConference welcomes guests from around the world making 
it a truly international experience. Participants from Australia, Canada, 
Ghana, india, italy, Japan, Malasia, Singapore, to name a few, are join-
ing us to share their ideas and experiences and to learn more about the 
iSchools. with a theme of iSociety: research, education, engagement, we 
have designed a program that includes something for everyone.
in addition to a great program, there will be networking opportunities 
giving you time to catch up with old friends and to make new ones. Be 
sure to take time to visit Chapel Hill, or as it’s known here, “the southern 
part of heaven.” 
This year’s Planning Committee, a dedicated group of volunteers (see 
the list on page 11), devoted substantial efforts to ensuring the161 sub-
missions received were reviewed in a short timeframe. Spending hours 
over the holidays and developing a rich and informative conference 
program has not been an easy task.  i want to offer my deep gratitude 
to the Committee, to all who submitted proposals and to reviewers, all 
of whom have contributed to what we know will be a successful 2009 
iConference.  
Sincerest thanks to all! 
José-Marie Griffiths
dean, School of information and Library Science
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
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Mark your calendars for iConference 2010! 
February 3 - 6, 2010
Hosted by the University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign
watch the iSchools web site for more information:  www.ischools.org/
doctoral Colloquium  
Supported by the National Science Foundation 
:: Redbud Conference Room 
Session Chair: Jeffrey Pomerantz
 
The Colloquium will bring together a selected group of outstanding 
doctoral students (with i School-type interests but not necessarily in 
a school that is a member of the i School Caucus) for a workshop with 
faculty. The Colloquium will provide doctoral students with the oppor-
tunity to present their work to senior faculty in a setting that is relatively 
informal but that allows for the fullest of intellectual exchanges. Stu-
dents will receive feedback on their dissertation and/or current research 
from participating faculty and from students’ peers. 
12:00 – 5:00 pm 
12:00 – 5:00 pm
 
 
Keynote Speakers :: pg 2
welcome :: pg 3
Sunday Schedule :: pg 4
Monday Schedule :: pgs 5-6
Tuesday Schedule :: pgs 7-8
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workshops :: pg 10
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 Papers :: pgs 12-13
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Sunday, February 8th
PRE-CONFERENCE OPPORTUNiTiES BY iNViTATiON 
Junior Faculty Mentoring Session 
:: dogwood Conference Room ::  Fee: $50 includes lunch
Session Chairs:  Peter Bloniarz and Eileen Trauth
The aim of this session is to create a forum for informal dialogue, guid-
ance, and insights about the emerging intellectual communities in the 
iSchools and similar programs, and to connect junior faculty with their 
peers and senior faculty within and across their research territories. 
Mentors include: 
Nick Belkin, Rutgers University•	
Peter Bloniarz, University at Albany/State University of New York•	
Karen Fisher, University of washington•	
Martha A. Garcia-Murillo, Syracuse University •	
Joanne Gard Marshall, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill•	
Anne Gilliland, University of California, Los Angeles•	
Jane Greenberg, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill•	
José-Marie Griffiths, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill•	
Caroline Haythornthwaite, University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign•	
Barbara Moran, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill•	
Jenny Preece, University of Maryland•	
Howard Rosenbaum, indiana University•	
Eileen Trauth, Penn State University•	
Ping Zhang, Syracuse University•	
Table of Contents
Registration Opens 
Participants will pick up their conference packets, final agenda, and name badges.
welcome and introduction : :  GRUMMAN AUdiTORiUM 
José-Marie Griffiths 
Dean, School of Information and Library Science, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Plenary Presentation 
Holden Thorp 
Chancellor, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
  
Morning Break  : :  ATRiUM
Breakout Sessions
 
 
     PAPER SESSiON 1 : :  iNFORMATiON SHARiNG : :  REdBUd
    ROUNdTABLE SESSiONS 1 & 2  : :     
    wiLdCARd SESSiONS  1 & 2  : :    
 
 
Lunch  : :  TRiLLiUM ROOM
Monday, February 9th
8:00 am
9:00 – 10:30 am
 
 
10:30 - 11:00 am
11:00 am – 12:30 pm
 
12:30 - 1:30 pm
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A Bridge to Somewhere: Alternative 
Perspectives on Reviewing internet 
Research and e-Research 
: :  BELLFLOwER
diversity Round Table 
 
: :  dOGwOOd
Local-Global: Reconciling Mis-
matched Ontologies in development 
information Systems
information sharing across multiple 
knowledge systems in a FLOSS com-
munity 
Software informatics?
 
iSchool Health and Medical Research initiatives 
and Opportunities 
: :  SUNFLOwER
Geeks in the Archive: iSchools and 
the future of Archival Technology 
 
: :  wiNdFLOwER
Monday, February 9th
Breakout Sessions
  
    PAPER SESSiON 2  : :   iNFORMATiON PRAC TiCES  : :  REdBUd 
 
    PAPER SESSiON  3  : :  RESEARCH AGENdAS  : :  dOGwOOd
    ROUNdTABLE SESSiONS 3 & 4 : :  
 
   
 
    wiLdCARd SESSiON 3 : :    
i      
Afternoon Break  : :  ATRiUM
 
Breakout Sessions    
    PAPER SESSiON 4 : :  iNFORMATiON ORGANiZATiON  : :  REdBUd
   
    ROUNdTABLE SESSiONS 5, 6 & 7 : :    
   
 
 
    wiLdCARd SESSiONS 4  : :    
      
Poster Sessions and Reception  : :  ATRiUM
dinner  : :  TRiLLiUM ROOM
1:30 - 3:00  pm
3:00 – 3:30 pm
3:30 – 5:00 pm
5:00 - 6:00 pm 
6:00 - 8:00  pm
A Conceptual Analysis of 
disinformation
Future of information Seeking 
on the internet and web 
Advertising: How Can we 
Guide web Advertising for 
Users’ information Seeking on 
a website?
Overcoming Language Barri-
ers on Library websites: Chal-
lenges and Opportunities
Using dyslexia to Explore the 
Cognitive Characteristics of 
illustrations and Text; Using il-
lustrations and Text to Explore 
the Cognitive Characteristics 
of dyslexia
inclusivity, diversity and Conver-
gence: the CiSAP (the Consortium of 
i-Schools of Asia-Pacific) Story
: :  SUNFLOwER
ASiS&T’s information Professions 
Project: An Update
: :  dOGwOOd
iSchools and Philosophy: “i think, 
therefore iSchool”
: :  wiNdFLOwER
Musical facets, tags, and 
emotion: Can we agree?
Folksonomy: Organization 
of User information for the 
Users by the Users in the 
Flat world
Theories of Evolution and 
Cultural diffusion: The dryad 
Repository Case Study for Under-
standing Changes in Organizing 
information Practices
informating in a 
demi-global world
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Teaching Research Methods in iSchools 
(fishbowl format) 
: :  BELLFLOwER
Online Social Reference: A 
Research Agenda Through 
a STiN Framework
Promoting Reflexivity 
and inclusivity in Archival 
Education, Research and 
Practice
HiB and HCi: Common 
interests in different Com-
munities
The FCC’s “white Spaces” 
decision and its implica-
tions for iSchools
Feasibility discussion on identifying 
Possibilities for a National Behavioral 
Anomaly detection Platform
: :  BELLFLOwER
Little eScience, Big eScience
: :  wiNdFLOwER
Alternative Approaches to Educating 
Medical informationists 
: :  SUNFLOwER
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Engaging Across disciplines
: : SUNFLOwER
Gaming in the iSchools: Continuing 
the discussion
: :  BELLFLOwER
Breakout Sessions
 
 
    PAPER SESSiON 5   : :   PRiVACY ANd TRUST  : :  REdBUd
    ROUNdTABLE SESSiONS 8 & 9  : :  
               
 
 
    ROUNdTABLE SESSiON 10  : :  
 
Morning Break  : :  Atrium
Breakout Sessions
 
 
    PAPER SESSiON 6  : :  iNTELLEC TUAL PROPERT Y   : :  REdBUd 
    ROUNdTABLE SESSiONS 11 & 12  : :    
               
 
 
    wiLdCARd SESSiONS 5 & 6  : :  
   
 
 
Tuesday, February 10th
8:30 - 10:00 am 
 
10:00 - 10:30 am
10:30 am – 12:00 pm
why is Evaluating Usability of 
Privacy designs So Hard? Lessons 
Learned from a User Study of PRiSM
Balancing User Privacy Concerns in the 
Adoption of Location-Based Services: An 
Empirical Analysis across Pull-Based and 
Push-Based Applications
A Socio-Technical Approach to Theorizing 
on Perceived Trustworthiness in Virtual 
Organizations
Junior faculty engagement at iSchools: 
Personal experiences during the first 
several years
: :  dOGwOOd
Shifting Boundaries of Book Author-
ship, Publishing, discovery, and Audi-
ence in an i-Society: Authors as their 
Own Publishers: an Empirical Study
Media downloading, Uploading, and 
Sharing Among College Students
Normative Notions of Authorship and 
Participation in the iSociety
Challenges and Opportunities for 
Phd Education in i-Schools 
: :  dOGwOOd
Engaging Community: Methods and 
Values in Community informatics 
: :  BELLFLOwER
i-dentity stories: An exploration of iden-
tification practices and policies through 
everyday experience
 
: :  wiNdFLOwER
Extreme Events and i-Schools 
: :  SUNFLOwER
Tuesday, February 10th
Lunch  : :  TRiLLiUM ROOM
Breakout Sessions
 
    PAPER SESSiON  7  : :   iNTERNATiONAL  : :  REdBUd 
    wiLdCARd SESSiON 7  : :    
               
 
 
    wiLdCARd SESSiONS 8 & 9  : :   
Afternoon Break  : :  ATRiUM
Plenary Presentation : :  GRUMMAN AUdiTORiUM 
Edward Seidel 
Director of the Office of Cyberinfrastructure at the National Science Foundation  
and the Floating Point Systems Professor in LSU’s Department of Physics and Astronomy 
Final Poster Reception  : :  TRiLLiUM ROOM
12:00 - 1:00 pm
1:00 - 2:30  pm
2:30 - 3:00 pm
3:00 - 4:30 pm
4:30 - 6:00 pm
iSchools in developing countries: 
developing a telecommunications 
program for the Republic of Kosovo
Opening to the world eGovernment & iCTs: An Ex-
amination of Spain’s information 
infrastructure
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Towards a Postcolonial information 
Studies
: :  dOGwOOd
Making and doing: critical and 
cross-disciplinary engagement within 
interdisciplinary iSchools 
: :  wiNdFLOwER
Online data Collection: The Current 
State of “Click” Research
: :  BELLFLOwER
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8:30 - 10:00 am
10:00 - 10:30 am
10:30 - 11:45 am
 
11:45 am - 12:30 pm
12:30 - 1:30 pm
  
Breakout Sessions
 
 
    PAPER SESSiON 8 : :  METHOdOLOGY  : :  REdBUd 
    PAPER SESSiON 9  : :   FUTURES : :  dOGwOOd 
    ROUNdTABLE SESSiON 13 & 14  : :    
               
 
    wiLdCARd SESSiONS 10 : :    
 
  
Morning Break  : :  ATRiUM
Plenary Presentation : :  GRUMMAN AUdiTORiUM 
Andrew Campbell
Director of Prometheus and Lecturer in Psychology, Faculty of Health Sciences
The University of Sydney, Australia
Conference Feedback - Closing Thoughts : :  GRUMMAN AUdiTORiUM 
John Unsworth 
Dean, Graduate School of Library and Information Science
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Lunch  : :  TRiLLiUM ROOM
wednesday, February 11th
Examining Together Social and 
Technological Research in Library 
and information Science
Effect of Early Requirements Analysis 
and Participative design on Staff in an 
Urban Health Clinic: Civic Engagement 
through Collaboration
Contextuality and information Systems: 
how the interplay between paradigms 
can help?
Access to information as a 
Human Right
Ethos and the Construction 
of a Believable Character for 
information Systems
wireless information Systems 
in Support of Green iSchools
Life-Cycle Thinking: what can 
iT do to be Green?
developing a Joint EU-US digital 
Library Curriculum
: :  wiNdFLOwER
Navigating multi-disciplinary spaces
: :  BELLFLOwER
Online teaching experiences
: :  SUNFLOwER
9:00 am - 12:00 pm
1:15 - 5:00 pm
 
wednesday, February 11th
The Science of Socio-Technical Systems in iSchools
 : :  Sunflower Conference Room  : :   *Fee $50
Workshop Organizers:
Sean P. Goggins, University of Missouri 
Ingbert Floyd, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
Jonathan Grudin, Microsoft Corporation 
Steve Sawyer, Syracuse University 
Ingrid Erickson, Social Science Research Council 
Laura Dabbish, Carnegie Mellon University 
Madhu Reddy, Penn State 
David Ribes, Georgetown 
This workshop builds on and extends an effort begun in 2005 that led to the 2008 Summer Research institute 
of the Consortium for the Science of Socio-Technical Systems (CSST). This Research institute, supported by the 
National Science Foundation and held at the University of Michigan, brought together a diverse set of research-
ers, including the fields of science and technology studies, human-computer interaction, management and
organizational studies, library and information science, sociology, social informatics and computer science, to 
begin exploring and framing a future research agenda centered on socio-technical research. “The Science of 
Socio-Technical Systems in iSchools” workshop will involve iSchool faculty and students who will be invited to 
join the emerging CSST network and work to tailor its broad goals to both reflect and support the research being 
pursued within the greater iSchool community. we see this workshop as continuing and expanding on the 2008 
Summer Research institute.
*The $50 workshop fee is applicable for conference attendees only. Those not registered for the iConference will be 
charged a fee of $100 to attend the workshop.
 
workshops 
Monday, February 9th
Biomedical informatics: Emerging issues in Education and Research
Sponsored by the National Science Foundation
 : :  Azalea Conference Room : :   By invitation.
Javed Mostafa & Julia Kampov-Polevoi, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
The “Biomedical informatics: Emerging issues in Education and Research” is a workshop that will focus on the 
area of biomedical informatics education and research as a follow-up to a previous workshop held december 4 - 
5, 2007. The previous workshop concentrated on emerging research areas in biomedical informatics, particularly 
on barriers to accessing medical records and means for leveraging information in medical records for research 
purposes.  The workshop drew participants from academic and industrial institutions and generated several new 
directions requiring further attention and development.  This workshop will concentrate on some of these new 
directions. it will investigate the development of educational and research programs, and it will focus on current 
capacities in biomedical informatics programs. 
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  José-Marie Griffiths, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
 John Bagby, Penn State University
 Peter Bloniantz, University at Albany
 Hong Cui, University of Arizona  
 Ron dietel, University of California Los Angeles 
 Mary Jo dorsey, University of Pittsburgh 
 Jonathan Furner, University of California Los Angeles 
 Anne Gilliland-Swetland, University of California Los Angeles  
 Saira Haque, Syracuse University 
 Julia Kampov-Polevoi, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
 w. John MacMullen, University of illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
 Gary Marchionini, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
 Erik Mitchell, wake Forest State University  
 diane Neal, North Carolina Central University  
 Jeffrey Pomerantz, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
 Mahdu Reddy, Penn State University  
 Allen H. Renear, University of illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
 Simon Spero, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
 Jeffrey Stanton, Syracuse University 
 Fred Stutzman, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
 Cassidy Sugimoto, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
 Eileen Trauth, Penn State University 
 John Unsworth, University of illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
 Kathy wisser, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
 John Yen, Penn State University 
CONFERENCE LOGiSTiCS, COMMUNiCATiONS, wEB SiTE ANd GRAPHiCS
 Songphan Cheomprang, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
 Angela de Cenzo, University of California Los Angeles 
 Brenn Hill, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
 Edgar Marston, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
 wanda Monroe, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
 Michael Penny, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
 Maeve Reilly, University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
 Jeffrey Tibbs, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
 iSchool Communicators
This year’s conference was made possible only through the dedicated work and support of many individuals and organizations. 
A very special thanks to every individual who submitted a proposal to the conference and to our dedicated proposal reviewers. 
Thanks as well to the following:
 
SPONSORS
 
        National Science Foundation
        
         School of information and Library Science
         University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
2009 i CONFERENCE PLANNiNG COMMiT TEE, SPECiAL THANKS:
Acknowledgements
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PAPER SESSiON #1  
information Sharing
Monday, 11:00 - 12:30 pm 
Location: Redbud 
Local-Global: Reconciling Mismatched Ontologies 
in development information Systems 
 
     Ramesh Srinivasan, Jessica Wallack -      
   rsriniva@gmail.com 
   University of California, Los Angeles   
Topics: e-inclusion in the iSociety: addressing 
under represented groups; Cultural information 
systems; information infrastructure development 
in the home, in organizations, in communities, in 
society, globally; information policy, ethics and 
law  
Keywords: ontology, information loss, e-gover-
nance, community informatics   
information sharing across multiple knowledge 
systems in a FLOSS community 
    Paula M. Bach - pbach@ist.psu.edu 
   Penn State University  
Topics: information infrastructure development 
in the home, in organizations, in communities, in 
society, globally   
Keywords: User experience design, design, 
software development, software engineering, 
communities of practice, boundary objects, open 
source software, FLOSS, information sharing 
 
Software informatics? 
M. Cameron Jones - mjones2@illinois.edu 
University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
Topics: Other  
Keywords: Software engineering, Social informat-
ics, Bibliometrics, End User Programming, Col-
laborative Software development 
 
PAPER SESSiON #2  
information Practices
Monday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: Redbud
A Conceptual Analysis of disinformation
Don Fallis - fallis@email.arizona.edu
University of Arizona
Topics: information policy, ethics and law, Pre-
serving digital information and ensuring informa-
tion quality, security and privacy 
Keywords: Accuracy, conceptual analysis,  
epistemology, information quality, philosophy
Future of information Seeking on the internet and 
web Advertising: How Can we Guide web Adver-
tising for Users’ information Seeking on a website?
Youngseek Kim - youngseek@gmail.com
Syracuse University
Topics: Cultural information systems, Other 
Keywords: information Seeking, internet, web, 
website, Advertising, Advertisement
Overcoming Language Barriers on Library web-
sites: Challenges and Opportunities
Shaoyi He - she@csusm.edu
California State University, San Marcos
Topics: Other
Keywords: Language Barriers, Library websites, 
Multilingual Access, State Libraries
Using dyslexia to Explore the Cognitive Charac-
teristics of illustrations and Text; Using illustrations 
and Text to Explore the Cognitive Characteristics 
of dyslexia
Peter Coppin - petercoppin@gmail.com
University of Toronto
Topics: e-inclusion in the iSociety: addressing 
under represented groups, Cultural information 
systems, information infrastructure develop-
ment in the home, in organizations, in com-
munities, in society, globally, information policy, 
ethics and law, information organization 
Keywords: Visual thinking, graphic illustration, 
text, dyslexia
PAPER SESSiON #3  
Research Agendas
Monday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: dogwood
Online Social Reference: A Research Agenda 
Through a STiN Framework
Pnina Shachaf - shachaf@indiana.edu
indiana University
Topics: Cultural information systems, informa-
tion infrastructure development in the home, 
in organizations, in communities, in society, 
globally, information management (personal, 
life cycle managment of information, digital 
asset management 
Keywords: Online Social Reference, Q&A Sites, 
web 2.0, STiN, Socio-technical interaction Net-
work, Social informatics
Promoting Reflexivity and inclusivity in Archival 
Education, Research and Practice
Kelvin L. White, Anne J. Gilliland  
University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), 
Univeristy of Oklahoma 
Topics: e-inclusion in the iSociety: addressing 
under represented groups, The influence of glo-
balization on the nature and scope of iSchools’ 
reserach, education and engagement
Keywords: Archival Science; Cultural Sensitivity; 
Archival Education; Critical Pedagogy
HiB and HCi: Common interests in different Com-
munities
Sean Goggins - s@goggins.com
University of Missouri
Topics: Other
Keywords: human information behavior
The FCC’s “white Spaces” decision and its implica-
tions for iSchools
Martin Weiss - mbw@pitt.edu
University of Pittsburgh
Topics: Nature and scope of iSchools and 
iRee-inclusion in the iSociety: addressing under 
represented groups, information infrastructure 
development in the home, in organizations, in 
communities, in society, globally
Keywords: FCC, Telecommunications, Cognitive 
Radio, Spectrum
PAPER SESSiON #4  
information Organization
Monday, 3:30 - 5:00 pm 
Location: Redbud
informating in a demi-global world
David James Hakken -  
dhakken@indiana.edu
indiana University Bloomington
Topics: The influence of globalization on the na-
ture and scope of iSchools’ research, education 
and engagement, information infrastructure 
development in the home, in organizations, in 
communities, in society, globally
Keywords: Computing strategy; organizational 
informatics; informating; globalization; social 
informatics
Musical facets, tags, and emotion: Can we agree?
Diane Marie Neal, Andrew Campbell, 
Jason Neal, Casondra Little, Anissa 
Stroud-Matthews, Shontadra Hill, Cyntria 
Bouknight-Lyons 
North Carolina Central University, University of 
Sydney, Australia 
Topics: information organization
Keywords: Music information Retrieval, Tagging, 
Emotion, Faceted Classification
Folksonomy: Organization of User information for 
the Users by the Users in the Flat world
Devendra Dilip Potnis -  
dp772351@albany.edu
State University of New York at Albany 
Topics: information organization
Keywords: webolution (web-revolution), digital 
information, Tagging, User Behavior
Theories of Evolution and Cultural diffusion: The 
dryad Repository Case Study for Understanding 
Changes in Organizing information Practices
Jane Greenberg - janeg@email.unc.edu
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Topics: information organization
Keywords: Organizing information, Evolution, 
Cultural diffusion, digital repository
PAPER SESSiON #5 
Privacy and Trust
Tuesday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: Redbud 
why is Evaluating Usability of Privacy designs So 
Hard? Lessons Learned from a User Study of PRiSM 
Sameer Patil - patil@uci.edu 
University of California, irvine 
Topics: Other 
Keywords: Privacy, User studies, instant messag-
ing, iM, Methodology 
Balancing User Privacy Concerns in the Adoption 
of Location-Based Services: An Empirical Analysis 
across Pull-Based and Push-Based Applications 
 
Shi Pan, Heng Xu, Sumeet Gupta
Paper Sessions
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Pennsylvania State University, Shri Shankara-
charya College of Engineering and Technology, 
india
Topics: Preserving digital information and 
ensuring information quality, security and 
privacy, information management (personal, life 
cycle managment of information, digital asset 
management
Keywords: Location-Based Services (LBS), Privacy 
Calculus, Technology Adoption
A Socio-Technical Approach to Theorizing on Per-
ceived Trustworthiness in Virtual Organizations
Shuyuan Mary Ho - smho@syr.edu
Syracuse University
Topics: Other
Keywords: Perceived Trustworthiness, Virtual 
Organization, Socio-Technical Approach, insider 
Threats
PAPER SESSiON #6  
intellectual Property
Tuesday, 10:30 am - 12:00 pm 
Location: Redbud
Shifting Boundaries of Book Authorship, Publish-
ing, discovery, and Audience in an i-Society: Au-
thors as their Own Publishers: an Empirical Study
Jana Bradley, Bruce Fulton   
janabrad@email.arizona.edu
SiRLS, University of Arizona
Topics: information infrastructure development 
in the home, in organizations, in communities, 
in society, globally, information management 
(personal, life cycle managment of information, 
digital asset management, Other
Keywords: self publishing, fee-based publishing 
services
Media downloading, Uploading, and Sharing 
Among College Students
Jeffrey Stanton, Isabelle Fagnot - jm-
stanto@syr.edu
Syracuse University
Topics: information policy, ethics and law, Pre-
serving digital information and ensuring infor-
mation quality, security and privacy, information 
management (personal, life cycle managment of 
information, digital asset management
Keywords: Piracy, File sharing, Peer-to-peer, 
College students
Normative Notions of Authorship and Participation 
in the iSociety
Laura Ruth Lenhart -  
lenhartl@email.arizona.edu
University of Arizona
Topics: e-inclusion in the iSociety: addressing 
under represented groups, information policy, 
ethics and law
Keywords: Authorship, conceptual anaylsis, 
normativity, participation
PAPER SESSiON #7  
international
Tuesday, 1:00 - 2:30 pm 
Location: Redbud
iSchools in developing countries: developing a 
telecommunications program for the Republic of 
Kosovo
Martin Weiss,  David Tipper, Robert 
Hayden - mbw@pitt.edu 
University of Pittsburgh
Topics: e-inclusion in the iSociety: addressing 
under represented groups, The influence of glo-
balization on the nature and scope of iSchools’ 
research, education and engagement
Keywords: Kosovo, developing countries, educa-
tion, telecommunications
Opening to the world
Martha Garcia-Murillo -  
mgarciam@syr.edu
Syracuse University 
Topics: information infrastructure development 
in the home, in organizations, in communities, in 
society, globally
Keywords: internet, corruption
eGovernment & iCTs: An Examination of Spain’s 
information infrastructure
Kynita Stringer-Stanback -  
atinyk@email.unc.edu
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Topics: information infrastructure development 
in the home, in organizations, in communities, 
in society, globally; information policy, ethics 
and law
Keywords: Spain, eGovernance, iCTs, digital 
divide, information infrastructure
PAPER SESSiON #8  
Methodology
wednesday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: Redbud
Examining Together Social and Technological 
Research in Library and information Science
Ronald E. Day, Lai Ma -  
roday@indiana.edu
indiana University Bloomington 
Topics: Cultural information systems
Keywords: information Research, Critical informa-
tion Theory, Social informatics, Technology, 
Affordances
Effect of Early Requirements Analysis and Participa-
tive design on Staff in an Urban Health Clinic: Civic 
Engagement through Collaboration
Prudence W. Dalrymple, Michelle Rogers, 
Yuan An - pru@ischool.drexel.edu
indiana University Bloomington 
Topics: what is ‘engagement’ in a research institu-
tion?, information infrastructure development in 
the home, in organizations, in communities, in 
society, globally
Keywords: Health informatics, Transdisciplinary 
model of care, Early requirements analysis, 
Behavioral models for iT implementation, Civic 
engagement
Contextuality and information Systems: how the 
interplay between paradigms can help?
Mohammad Hossein Jarrahi, Steve  
Sawyer -  mhjarahi@gmail.com
Syracuse University  
Topics: what is ‘engagement’ in a research institu-
tion?, Other
Keywords: Context-aware research, information 
systems, information science, positivist research, 
interpretive research, generailizability, internal 
validity
PAPER SESSiON #9 
Futures 
wednesday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: dogwood
Access to information as a Human Right
Kristy Kay Mathiesen -  
kmathies@email.arizona.edu
University of Arizona
Topics: The influence of globalization on the 
nature and scope of iSchools’ reserach, educa-
tion and engagement, information policy, ethics 
and law
Keywords: human rights, information access, 
information rights, international ethics, philoso-
phy 
Ethos and the Construction of a Believable Charac-
ter for information Systems
Melanie Feinberg -  
feinberg@u.washington.edu
University of washington
Topics: information organization
Keywords: information organization, rhetoric, 
information credibility, ethos, humanities
wireless information Systems in Support of Green 
iSchools
Yuttasart Nitipaichit, Aylin Aksu, Maria 
Calle, Joseph Kabara - yun11@pitt.edu
University of Pittsburgh, Universidad del Norte, 
Columbia 
Topics: Becoming a ‘green’ iSchool, information 
infrastructure development in the home, in or-
ganizations, in communities, in society, globally
Keywords: Green iSchool, wireless infrastructure, 
wireless information system, energy conserva-
tion, sensor network
Life-Cycle Thinking: what can iT do to be Green?
Conrad F. Metcalfe, Shuyuan Mary Ho - 
smho@syr.edu
Syracuse University and Performance Systems 
development, ithaca, NY
Topics: Becoming a ‘green’ iSchool
Keywords: Green, sustainability, iT, Life-Cycle 
Thinking
Paper Sessions
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Roundtable Sessions
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #1 
Session Chair: James d. “Kip” Currier 
Monday, 11:00 am - 12:30 pm 
Location: dogwood
diversity Round Table
James “Kip” Currier, Toni Carbo, Eileen 
Trauth, Michael Atwood 
kcurrier@sis.pitt.edu
University of Pittsburgh 
Pennsylvania State University 
drexel University 
Topics: e-inclusion in the iSociety: addressing 
under represented groups
Keywords: diversity, under-represented groups
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #2 
Session Chair:  Hartmut B. Mokros 
Monday, 11:00 am - 12:30 pm 
Location: Sunflower
iSchool Health and Medical Research initiatives 
and Opportunities
Hartmut B. Mokros, Ellen Detlefsen, Beth 
Plale, Carsten Oesterlund, Madhu Reddy 
mokros@scils.rutgers.edu
Rutgers University 
University of Pittsburgh 
indiana University 
Syracuse University 
Pennsylvania State University
Topics: Other
Keywords: Health Communication, Health/Medical 
informatics
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #3 
Session Chair:  Barbara M. wildemuth 
Monday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: Sunflower
Alternative Approaches to Educating Medical 
informationists
Ellen Detlefsen, William Hersh, Patricia L. 
Thibodeau, Barbara M. Wildemuth 
wildem@ils.unc.edu  
University of Pittsburgh 
Oregon Health Sciences University 
duke University 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Topics: Other
Keywords: Medical informationists, graduate 
education
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #4 
Session Chair:  Shuyuan Mary Ho 
Monday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: Bellflower
Feasibility discussion on identifying Possibilities for 
a National Behavioral Anomaly detection Platform
Shuyuan Mary Ho, Joseph Vincent Treglia  
smho@syr.edu  
Syracuse University  
Topics: information infrastructure development 
in the home, in organizations, in communities, in 
society, globally
Keywords: Privacy, security, national behavioral 
anomaly detection platform
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #5 
Session Chair:  Nancy Roderer 
Monday, 3:30 - 5:00 pm 
Location: dogwood
ASiS&T’s information Professions Project: An 
Update
Nancy Roderer, Ann Prentice, José-Marie 
Griffiths - nrodere1@jhmi.edu
Johns Hopkins University 
University of Maryland 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Topics: information professions 
Keywords: Research, information science, ASiS&T
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #6 
Session Chair:  Shalini Urs  
Monday, 3:30 - 5:00 pm
Location: Sunflower
inclusivity, diversity and Convergence: the CiSAP 
(the Consortium of iSchools of Asia-Pacific) Story 
Shigeo Sugimotos, Shalini Urs, Ee Peng Lim 
shalini@isim.ac.in
University of Tsukuba, Japan 
University of Mysore, india  
Singapore Management University, Singapore 
Topics: inclusivity – how to be inclusive of the 
privileged as well as the not so privileged; diversity 
– how to manage the diverse cultures and systems; 
convergence
Keywords: inclusivity, diversity, convergence
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #7 
Session Chair:  Kristy Kay Mathiesen  
Monday, 3:30 - 5:00 pm
Location: Bellflower
iSchools and Philosophy: “i think, therefore iSchool”
Kristy Kay Mathiesen, Don Fallis, Thomas 
Froelich, Ramesh Srinivasan, Philip Doty,  
Laura Lenhart  
kmathies@email.arizona.edu
University of Arizona 
Kent State  
University of California, Los Angeles 
University of Texas 
Topics: e-inclusion in the iSociety: addressing un-
der represented groups, what is ‘engagement’ in a 
research institution?, The influence of globaliza-
tion on the nature and scope of iSchools’ research, 
education and engagement, information policy, 
ethics and law, Preserving digital information and 
ensuring information quality, security and privacy, 
information organization
Keywords: Philosophy, methodology, epistemol-
ogy, ethics, ontology
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #8 
Session Chair: Phillip M. Edwards  
Tuesday, 8:30 - 10:00 am  
Location: dogwood
Junior faculty engagement at iSchools: Personal 
experiences during the first several years
Phillip M. Edwards, W. John MacMullen, 
Scott Paquette, Megan Winget 
phillip.m.edwards@unc.edu
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
University of Maryland 
University of Texas at Austin 
Topics: what is ‘engagement’ in a research institu-
tion?, Other
Keywords: mentoring, assistant professors, junior 
faculty, career transitions, doctoral students
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #9 
Session Chair:  Andrew T. Fiore  
Tuesday, 8:30 - 10:00 am  
Location: Sunflower
Engaging Across disciplines
Andrew T. Fiore, Judd Antin, Coye 
Cheshire, Christo Sims  
atf@ischool.berkeley.edu
University of California, Berkeley 
Topics: what is ‘engagement’ in a research institu-
tion?
Keywords: engagement, methodology, multidisci-
plinarity, collaboration
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #10 
Session Chair:  Scott Nicholson 
Tuesday, 8:30 - 10:00 am  
Location: Bellflower
Gaming in the iSchools: Continuing the discussion
Scott Nicholson, Ian MacInnes  
srnichol@syr.edu
Syracuse University
Topics: Other
Keywords: gaming
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #11 
Session Chair:  John Yen 
Tuesday, 10:30 am - 12:00 pm 
Location: Sunflower
Extreme Events and i Schools
John Yen, Hank Foley, Ron Larsen, Eliza-
beth Liddy, Lee Giles, John Carroll, Michael 
McNeese, Carleen Maitland  
jyen@ist.psu.edu 
Penn State 
University of Pittsburgh 
Syracuse University 
Topics: what is ‘engagement’ in a research institu-
tion?, Cultural information systems, information 
infrastructure development in the home, in 
organizations, in communities, in society, globally, 
Preserving digital information and ensuring infor-
mation quality, security and privacy, information 
organization, Other
Keywords: Extreme Events, disaster Relief
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #12 
Session Chair:  Ping Zhang 
Tuesday, 10:30 am - 12:00 pm 
Location: dogwood
Challenges and Opportunities for Ph.d. Education 
in i-Schools
Ping Zhang, Barbara B.Moran, Allison 
Druin, Allen Renear, David Phillips, Karine 
Barzilai-Zahon - pzhang@syr.edu
Syracuse University 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
University of Maryland 
University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
University of Toronto 
University of washington 
Topics: The influence of globalization on the 
nature and scope of iSchools’ research, education 
Roundtable & wildcard Sessions
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and engagement, Other
Keywords: doctoral education, program manage-
ment
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #13 
Session Chair:  Michael Lesk 
wednesday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: Sunflower
Online Teaching Experiences
Michael Lesk, Kevin Crowston, Caroline 
Haythornthwaite - lesk@acm.org
Rutgers University  
Syracuse University  
University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
Topics: Other
Keywords: Teaching, online instruction
ROUNdTABLE SESSiON #14 
Session Chair: Megan Finn 
wednesday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: Bellflower
Navigating multi-disciplinary spaces
Rebecca Dean, Megan Finn, Lilly Irani, 
Silvia Lindtner, Lilly Nguyen, Sameer Patil, 
Dan Perkel, Christo Sims  
megfinn@ischool.berkeley.edu 
University of California, Berkeley 
University of California, irvine 
University of California, Los Angeles 
Topics: what is ‘engagement’ in a research institu-
tion?, Other
Keywords: doctoral workshop, information 
studies, university of california, multi-disciplinary 
research practice 
wildcard Sessions
wiLdCARd SESSiON #1 
Session Chair:  Alpha Selene deLap  
Monday, 11:00 am - 12:30 pm 
Location: Bellflower
A Bridge to Somewhere: Alternative Perspectives 
on Reviewing internet Research and e-Research
Alpha Selene DeLap, Elizabeth Buchanan, 
Phillip M. Edwards, Charles M. Ess, Robert 
M. Mason - eliz1679@uwm.edu 
University of washington 
University of wisconsin--Milwaukee 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
drury University 
Topics: what is ‘engagement’ in a research institu-
tion?, information policy, ethics and law, Other
Keywords: internet research, regulatory ethics, 
institutional review boards
wiLdCARd SESSiON #2 
Session Chair: douglas william Oard   
Monday, 11:00 am - 12:30 pm 
Location: windflower
Geeks in the Archive: iSchools and the future of 
Archival Technology
Douglas W. Oard, Jason R. Baron, Helen 
Tibbo, Bruce Ambacher, Daging He, Rea-
gan Moore, Richard Marciano  
oard@umd.edu
University of Maryland  
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
University of Pittsburgh  
National Archives and Records Administration
Topics: Cultural information systems, Preserving 
digital information and ensuring information qual-
ity, security and privacy, information management 
(personal), life cycle managment of information, 
digital asset management
Keywords: Archives Technology
wiLdCARd SESSiON #3 
Session Chair:  Kevin Crowston 
Monday, 1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Location: windflower
Little eScience, Big eScience
Kevin Crowston, David Ribes, Steve Saw-
yer, Andrea Wiggins - crowston@syr.edu
Syracuse University 
Georgetown University 
Topics: information infrastructure development 
in the home, in organizations, in communities, in 
society, globally, Other
Keywords: eScience, big and little science
wiLdCARd SESSiON #4 
Session Chair: Lori Kendall  
Monday, 3:30 to 5:00 pm 
Location: Bellflower
Teaching Research Methods in iSchools (fishbowl 
format)
Lori Kendall, Caroline Haythornthwaite, 
Karen Fisher, Diane Kelly, Andrea Tapia 
loriken@illinois.edu  
University of illinois 
University of washington 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Penn State University  
Topics: Other
Keywords: Research Methods, Teaching, Education
wiLdCARd SESSiON #5 
Session Chair:  Clara M. Chu 
Tuesday, 10:30 am to 12:00 pm 
Location: Bellflower
Engaging Community: Methods and Values in 
Community informatics
Clara M. Chu, Kate Williams  
cchu@ucla.edu
University of California at Los Angeles
University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
Topics: what is ‘engagement’ in a research institu-
tion?
Keywords: e-engagement, e-participation, com-
munity informatics, methods, values
wiLdCARd SESSiON #6 
Session Chair: Andrew Clement  
Tuesday, 10:30 am to 12:00 pm 
Location: windflower
i-dentity stories: An exploration of identification 
practices and policies through everyday experi-
ence
Andrew Clement, David Phillips, Krista 
Boa, Joseph Ferenbok, Brenda McPhail 
andrew.clement@utoronto.ca
University of Toronto
Topics: information policy, ethics and law
Keywords: identity, stories, documents, perfor-
mances, policies
wiLdCARd SESSiON #7 
Session Chair:  Lilly Uyen Nguyen 
Tuesday, 1:00 to 2:30 pm 
Location: dogwood
Towards a Postcolonial information Studies
Rebecca Dean, Lilly Irani, Andrew Lau, Lilly 
Nguyen, Liladhar Pendse  
lillynguyen@ucla.edu
University of California, Los Angeles 
University of California, irvine 
Topics: The influence of globalization on the 
nature and scope of iSchools’ research, education 
and engagement
Keywords: postcoloniality, archival theory, design, 
information and cultural translations, perspectives 
on globalization
wiLdCARd SESSiON #8 
Session Chair:  Agnieszka Kwiatkowska  
Tuesday, 1:00 - 2:30 pm 
Location: Bellflower
Online data Collection: The Current State of “Click” 
Research
Agnieszka Kwiatkowska  
akwiatko@syr.edu 
Syracuse University
Topics: what is ‘engagement’ in a research institu-
tion?, Other
Keywords: online data collection, reseach method, 
multi-disciplinary research, iSchool
wiLdCARd SESSiON #9 
Session Chair:  Matt Ratto  
Tuesday, 1:00 - 2:30 pm 
Location: windflower
Making and doing: critical and cross-disciplinary 
engagement within interdisciplinary iSchools
Matt Ratto, Kelly Lyons, David Phillips, 
Andrew Clement, Stephen Hockema 
matt.ratto@utoronto.ca 
University of Toronto
Topics: what is ‘engagement’ in a research institu-
tion?, Other
Keywords: pedagogy, inter-disciplinarity, criticality, 
making, theory
wiLdCARd SESSiON #10 
Session Chair: Jeffrey Pomerantz   
wednesday, 8:30 - 10:00 am 
Location: Bellflower
developing a Joint EU-US digital Library  
Curriculum
Jeffrey Pomerantz, Javed Mostafa, Tatjana 
Jeluši Aparac, Jian Qin, Anna Maria  
Tammaro, Terry Weech  
pomerantz@unc.edu
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
University of Zadar, Croatia 
Syracuse University 
Università degli Studi di Parma, italy 
University of illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Topics: e-inclusion in the iSociety: addressing 
under represented groups, The influence of 
globalization on the nature and scope of iSchools’ 
research, education and engagement
Keywords: digital libraries, digital librarianship, 
Library and information science, Computer sci-
ence, Education, Curriculum development, United 
States, European Union, Bologna Process
Roundtable & wildcard Sessions
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POSTER #1 
The impact of National Culture on Knowledge 
Sharing Activities in Global Virtual Collaboration: 
the Chinese Case
Kangning Wei - kwei@syr.edu 
Syracuse University
Keywords: Knowledge sharing, global virtual 
collaboration, national culture, concern for face, 
language
POSTER #2 
Exploring Hidden Connections among Historical 
images
Wu Zheng - wuzheng2@illinois.edu 
University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Keywords: Literature based discovery, information 
retrieval
POSTER #3 
The Chinatown Library digital Archives Project: A 
Story of Community, Memory, and Technology
Vivian Wong - vivwong@ucla.edu 
University of California, Los Angeles
Keywords: e-inclusion in the iSociety: addressing 
under represented groups, Cultural information 
systems, information infrastructure development 
in the home, in organizations, in communities, in 
society, globally
POSTER #4 
How does web Advertising Affect Users’ informa-
tion Seeking, website Evaluation, and Source 
Evaluation?
Youngseek Kim - youngseek@gmail.com 
Syracuse University
Keywords: information Seeking, internet, web, 
website, Advertising, Advertisement
POSTER #5 
The impact of identity Supportive Games (iSGs) on 
ethnic minority possible selves and learning
Joey Lee - jjl209@psu.edu
Pennsylvania State University
Keywords: Serious games, social impact games, 
possible selves, identity, culture 
        E-inclusion in the  
     iSociety: Addressing  
 under-represented groups 
 
POSTER #6 
Communities Connect Network: Advancing 
e-inclusion in washington State through Com-
munity Technology
Michael D. Crandall; Karen Fisher; Carol 
Landry - mikecran@u.washington.edu
University of washington
Keywords: digital inclusion, community technol-
ogy, legislation, user studies
POSTER #7 
Mobile Technologies and disadvantaged women: 
A Mixed Methods Study of information Behavior in 
a developing Nation Context
Devendra Dilip Potnis -  
dp772351@albany.edu 
State University of New York, Albany 
Keywords: Mobile Technologies, information Be-
havior, disadvantaged women, developing Nation
POSTER #8 
Exploring impacts on Older Adults’ E-Services 
Usage
Johanna Lynn Birkland - jlbirkla@syr.edu 
Syracuse University 
Keywords: Older adults, elderly, e-services
POSTER #9 
introducing National Library of Medicine E-Health 
Tools to Communities
Deborah Swain; Gabriel Peterson; Derek 
Brinson; Jamaal Fisher -  
dswain@NCCU.EDU
North Carolina Central University
Keywords: Health, disparities, NLM 
POSTER #10 
Traditional Knowledge Forum and Participation of 
indigenous Peoples in the iSociety
Ulia Gosart - ugosart@ucla.edu 
University of California, Los Angeles 
Keywords: Traditional indigenous knowledge, 
cultural information systems, indigenous peoples, 
intellectual property, indigenous e-inclusion
POSTER #11 
what is Community informatics in Japan? A look 
at 12 cases
Aiko Takazawa;  Kate Williams -  
aikot@illinois.edu 
University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Keywords: Community, citizens, iCT, social implica-
tion of iCT use
POSTER #12 
information Spaces in the Community
Claudia Serbanuta; Sara Thompson; 
Bertram Bruce - cserban2@illinois.edu 
University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
Keywords: Community informatics, information 
space, community engagement, librarianship
POSTER #13 
iCTs For Synergy: A Case Study of Scientific 
Knowledge and Local Farmers’ innovative Activities 
in Ghana
Benjamin Addom - bkaddom@syr.edu
Syracuse University
Keywords: Scientific Knowledge; Local Knowledge 
and innovation; Open innovation; information 
Communication Technologies; and Agriculture 
development
POSTER #14 
Robust dialogue but limited representation: A case 
study of an online discussion group focused on 
local politics
Andrea Bridget Baker -  
bakandrea@gmail.com
University at Albany, State University of New York
Keywords: edemocracy, eParticipation, political 
communication, online discourse 
POSTER #15 
improving Mobile Phone Accessibility with Adap-
tive User interfaces
Shaun K. Kane - skane@u.washington.edu 
University of washington
Keywords: Universal access, human-computer 
interaction, mobile devices, design
POSTER #16 
The global library: responding to information 
needs in a globalized world
Rucha Ambikar - rucha@u.washington.edu 
University of washington 
Keywords: global, information needs, libraries, 
community needs
  information infrastructure  
development in the home, in 
organizations, in communities,     
       in society, globally 
POSTER #17  
RuralScope: An information System for Rural 
disbursement Tracking
Rabin Patra; Sai Gopal Thota; Joyojeet Pal 
-  joyojeet@washington.edu
University of washington, University of California 
at Berkeley, dAiiCT Gandhinagar, india 
Keywords: Rural informatics, development 
information
POSTER #18 
Evolution of the social structure of nanotechnology
Stasa Milojevic - stasa@ucla.edu
University of California, Los Angeles
Keywords: Co-authorship networks, network 
topology, small-world networks, nanotechnology
POSTER #19 
institutional and Organizational on the design of 
integrated Criminal Justice information Systems
Michael Tyworth - mtyworth@ist.psu.edu
Pennsylvania State University 
Keywords: integration, inter-organizational 
systems, identity
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POSTER #20 
A socio-epistemic approach to identify communi-
ties of scientific collaboration
Alberto Pepe - apepe@ucla.edu
University of California, Los Angeles 
Keywords: Social studies of science, laboratory 
studies, social networks, community detection, 
epistemic networks, socio-epistemic analysis, 
scientific collaboration
POSTER #21 
Supporting the Social Process of Craft
Daniela Rosner -  
daniela@ischool.berkeley.edu 
University of California, Berkeley  
Keywords: Craft, Craftsmanship, Everyday Creativ-
ity, design Research 
POSTER #22 
The Technological Teacher: How Educational 
Technology is Changing the Role of Teachers in the 
High School Classroom
Shane Anthony Hoon -  
shanehoon@gmail.com
Georgetown University
Keywords: Educational technology, theory
POSTER #23 
Barriers to Socio-economic Opportunities in Africa: 
An e-Government Perspective
Devendra Dilip Potnis, Dawit Hundie 
Demissie - dp772351@albany.edu
State University of New York at Albany
Keywords: e-Government in Africa, Socio- 
economic Opportunities
POSTER #24 
Cultivating Cool: Online and Mixed Reality Gaming 
in China
Silvia Lindtner - silvia.lindtner@gmail.com 
University of California, irvine 
Keywords: Etnographic research, China, online 
gaming, mixed reality games, nation building
POSTER #25 
Bloom’s Taxonomy vs. Game-Based Learning: to-
ward a preliminary theory on games and learning
Leo L. Cao - lcao@unc.edu
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Keywords: Bloom, Taxonomy, Game, Learning, 
Media
POSTER #26 
Understanding humanitarian information infra-
structure: An ethnographic case study of designing 
public health surveillance systems monitoring 
sexual violence and exploitation
Rebecca Dean - beccadean@ucla.edu
University of California, Los Angeles 
Keywords: Humanitarian information, information 
infrastructure, surveillance, women
      information Management 
 
POSTER #27 
Evaluating automatic medical concepts associa-
tions with human judgments
Yan Zhang, Xiangyu Fan, Javed Mostafa - 
yanz@email.unc.edu
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Keywords: VCGS, user study, medical term associa-
tion, LSA
POSTER #28  
image-Enabled discourse: A Preliminary descrip-
tive investigation
Jaime Snyder - jasnyd01@syr.edu 
Syracuse University
Keywords: Multimodal information, visual infor-
mation, communicative practices
POSTER #29 
Computational Community interest and  
Comments Centric Analysis Ranking
Xiaozhong Liu, Vadim Brzeski -  
xliu12@syr.edu 
Syracuse University and Yahoo!
Keywords: information Retrieval, Ranking, Topic, 
Comment, User, Blog, Community interest, LdA
POSTER #30 
A dynamic Visualization interface for Search 
Service
Haozhen Zhao, Tom Casteel, Xia Lin - 
hz58@drexel.edu
drexel University
Keywords: web service, APi, Visualization, Seman-
tic Mapping
POSTER #31 
The Rich Get Richer: Studying Scholarly impact in 
the Emerging Field of information Visualization
Weimao Ke - wke@unc.edu
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Keywords: Scholarly impact, citation analysis, the 
rich get richer, regression, citation network, prefer-
rential attachment
POSTER #32 
Group Maintenance Behaviors in the decision-
Making Styles of Self-Organizing distributed Teams
Michael John Scialdone, Qing Li, Kevin 
Crowston, Robert Heckman -  
mjsciald@gmail.com
Syracuse University
Keywords: Free/libre open source software, distrib-
uted teams, virtual teams, group decision making, 
group maintenance
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POSTER #33 
Critical Ethnography for information Research
Lai Ma - lama@indiana.edu
indiana University Bloomington 
Keywords: Critical Ethnography; information 
Research
POSTER #34 
A Comparison of Frameworks for Computing 
E-Government index
Dawit Hundie Demissie, Abebe Rorissa, 
Theresa Pardo - dd536519@albany.edu  
State University of New York at Albany
Keywords: Benchmarking; E-government index; 
E-government ranking
POSTER #35 
Real-time information delivery of spatial data
Bradley Wade Bishop - bwb06c@fsu.edu 
Florida State University
Keywords: Real-time information delivery, 
geographic information systems, spatial data 
management
POSTER #36  
Towards Algebraic Query Optimization in Process 
data warehouse
Ying-Feng Hsu, Vladimir I. Zadorozhny - 
yfhsu@sis.pitt.edu 
University of Pittsburgh
Keywords: warehouse, pattern, clustering, model 
generation
POSTER #37 
Using dyslexia to Explore the Cognitive 
Characteristics of illustrations and Text; Using 
illustrations and Text to Explore the Cognitive 
Characteristics of dyslexia
Peter Coppin - peter.coppin@utoronto.ca
University of Toronto
Keywords: dyslexia, cognition, mental imagery, 
visual thinking, graphic illustration, visual reason-
ing, visual representation
 
POSTER #38 
Boundary Objects in Hybrid Commercial/Open-
Source Software development Firms
Warren S. Allen - wsa25@drexel.edu
drexel University
Keywords: Boundary objects, open-source
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     information Management  
 
POSTER #39 
does the Construction of Personal Meaning from 
Museum Artifacts Change with Contextual Varia-
tion?
Christine Angel - christine.m.angel@gmail.
com 
University of South Carolina
Keywords: Museums, metadata, three-dimension-
al objects
POSTER #40 
Automated detection of Subject Area for Question 
Triage in digital Reference
Keisuke Inoue - kinoue@syr.edu 
Syracuse University
Keywords: digital Reference, information Retrieval, 
information Seeking, interactive information 
Retrieval
POSTER #41
Envisioning User Models for Adaptive Visualization
Jae-wook Ahn, Peter Brusilovsky -  
jaa38@pitt.edu
University of Pittsburgh
Keywords: Visualization, ViBE, User model, Query, 
Personalized Search
 
      information Organization 
 
POSTER #42 
Building Ontologies for information Systems: what 
we have, what we need
Andrey Soares, Frederico Fonseca - 
asoares@ist.psu.edu 
Pennsylvania State University
Keywords: Ontology, information Systems, Meth-
odologies, design
POSTER #43 
Crosswalking iPL Metadata to dublin Core
Michael Galloway, Michael Khoo, Jung-ran 
Park, Xia Lin -  
michael.khoo@ischool.drexel.edu 
drexel University
Keywords: Cataloging, crosswalk, evaluation, 
metadata, usability
POSTER #44 
Logical Expressiveness of Semantic web Lan-
guages for Bibliographic information Modeling
Karen M. Wickett - wickett2@illinois.edu 
University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Keywords: Semantic web, information Organiza-
tion, Metadata, Logic, RdF
POSTER #45 
Bringing a More Accurate User’s Perspective into 
web Navigation: Facet Analysis of Folksonomy Tags
Yunseon Choi - ychoi10@illinois.edu  
University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
Keywords: Faceted classification, Facet analysis, 
Facets, Folksonomy, web directories
POSTER #46 
dynamics of Polyphony in Social Classification: 
An Exploration of an Anatomy of digital Linguistic 
Practice
Lilly Uyen Nguyen - lillynguyen@ucla.edu 
University of California, Los Angeles 
Keywords: Social classification systems, polypho-
ny, discursive practice, heteroglossia 
POSTER #47 
Network Properties of Social Tags and Collocates
Fei Lie, Eric Chuk - leoliu@ucla.edu
University of California, Los Angeles 
Keywords: Social tagging, Collocation Network, 
Chinese, Natural language processing, Small-world
POSTER #48 
Enhancing Subject Access to Materials in Library 
OPACs: Are Folksonomies the Answer?
Carrie M. Pirmann - pirmann2@illinois.edu 
University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign 
Keywords: Folksonomy, tagging, subject access, 
subject headings
POSTER #49 
disclosure and Timeliness: How much time must 
pass before it’s okay to share?
Terrell Russell, Jacob Kramer-Duffield - 
unc@terrellrussell.com
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Keywords: PiM, disclosure, lifestream, acceptabil-
ity, timeliness 
POSTER #50 
Exploring the Use of Ontological Relations in 
information Retrieval
Miao Chen - mchen14@syr.edu 
Syracuse University 
Keywords: Ontological relations, information 
retrieval, query expansion, retrieved document 
organization
POSTER #51 
The emergence of information in biology: common 
principles in the evolution of organization
Daniel Thomas Wright - dtwright@uiuc.edu
University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Keywords: Self-organizing information, bioinfor-
matics, emergent organization
POSTER #52  
Modeling CdwA Lite as an OwL-dL Ontology
Richard J. Urban - rjurban@illinois.edu 
Univeristy of illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Keywords: cultural heritage, metadata, ontology 
POSTER #53  
Longitudinal Analysis of Tag Structure in del.icio.us
Lijiang Guo, Elin Jacob, Nicolas George - 
lijguo@indiana.edu 
indiana University Bloomington
Keywords: folksonomy, social bookmarking, 
structure, ontological modeling, information 
organization
POSTER #54 
The Classification of Religion Topics in wikipedia: 
Examining an Evolution
David M. Pimentel - pimentel@syr.edu 
Syracuse University  
Keywords: Emergent classification, participatory 
information systems, web 2.0 
POSTER #55 
Between Universal decimal Classification and 
Cultural information Systems: Linguistic and Theo-
logical Considerations
Theodore Patrick Milas - pmilas@fsu.edu  
Florida State University
Keywords: Faith-based information behavior, 
universal access, sociocultural and virtual com-
munities
information Policy, Ethics  
               and Law  
 
POSTER #56 
The Value of Public Sector information As a 
Strategic Resource to Civil Society Organizations’ in 
South Africa: Evidence from the Fight to Eradicate 
Poverty
Raed M. Sharif - rmalshar@syr.edu
Syracuse University 
Keywords: Public sector information, civil society 
organizations, poverty reduction, socioeconomic 
development, absorptive capacity.
POSTER #57 
Tracking “Change”: The importance of Applying 
Version Control to Government Resources
Shannon N. Simmons, Justin M. Grimes, 
Elizabeth M. Bonsignore -  
jgrimes2@umd.edu
University of Maryland 
Keywords:  e-government, information policy, ver-
sion control, preservation, information access
POSTER #58 
Two Cans on a String: Technical Social & Legal 
Barriers to Effective information Sharing Among 
Federal, Tribal, State & Local Law Enforcement 
Agencies in the United States
Joseph Vincent Treglia - jvtregli@syr.edu 
Syracuse University  
Keywords: information sharing, collaboration, in-
telligence information, trust, information systems
POSTER #59 
Understanding iT innovations through discourse 
Analysis
Ping Wang, Chia-jung Tsui, Ken R. Fleis-
chmann, Douglas W. Oard, Lidan Wang -  
ctsui@umd.edu  
University of Maryland  
Keywords: information technology innovation, 
discourse analysis, popularity, information man-
agement, information policy
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POSTER #60 
workforce issues in Library and information Sci-
ence 2 (wiLiS 2): implementing a Model for Career 
Tracking of LiS Graduates
Joanne Gard Marshall, Jennifer Craft 
Morgan, Victor W. Marshall, Deborah Bar-
reau, Barbara Moran, Paul Solomon, Susan 
Rathbun-Grubb, Cheryl A. Thompson - 
susanrg@email.unc.edu
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Univer-
sity of South Carolina
Keywords: iS education, Community-Based Partici-
patory Research, career tracking
POSTER #61 
what happens to iSchool graduates? Using career 
data to support iSchool engagement initiatives
Susan R. Rathbun-Grubb -  
susanrg@email.unc.edu  
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Keywords: community engagement, career track-
ing, information science education, collaborative 
research
POSTER #62 
Online Learning at iSchools – Review of Current 
Offerings
Julia Kampov-Polevoi, Javed Mostafa - 
jkampov@email.unc.edu
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Keywords: Online learning, iS education
POSTER #63 
interdisciplinary diversity in the iSchool  
Community
Andrea Wiggins - awiggins@syr.edu
Syracuse University 
Keywords: interdisciplinary research, diversity, 
iSchools
POSTER #64 
Living in the KnowlEdge Society (LiKES) initiative 
and i-Schools’ Focus on the information Field
Seungwon Yang, Edward A. Fox, Wingyan 
Chung - seungwon@vt.edu 
Virginia Tech 
Keywords: Undergraduate education, knowledge 
society, interdisciplinary collaboration, computing, 
information
POSTER #65
iSchools and Social identity – A Social Network 
Analysis
Arvind Karunakaran, Hyun-Woo Kim, Ma-
dian Khabsa - axk969@ist.psu.edu
Pennsylvania State University 
Keywords: Social identity, iSchools, Social Network 
Analysis, Academic Collaboration
POSTER #66 
A Cooperative Approach to Lab-Based, Multi-Team 
Courses in an iSchool
Carlos Enrique Caicedo, Aylin Aksu, Walter 
Cerroni - ccaicedo@sis.pitt.edu
University of Pittsburgh; University of Bologna, 
italy
Keywords: Teamwork, laboratory, curriculum 
development, collaboration
POSTER #67 
iSchools as a Natural Home for digital Libraries 
Education
Barbara M. Wildemuth, Jeffrey Pomerantz, 
Sanghee Oh, Edward A. Fox -  
wildem@ils.unc.edu
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Virginia 
Tech
Keywords: i-schools, digital libraries, curriculum
POSTER #68 
A Hybrid Approach to Undergraduate LiS instruc-
tion: A Case Study of Organization of Online Course 
information in a Pilot Class
Sarah T. Roberts - stroberts2@wisc.edu  
University of wisconsin - Madison
Keywords: Undergraduate LiS education, hybrid 
course, information organization, online collabora-
tive tools
Preserving digital information     
   and ensuring information  
quality, security, and privacy 
POSTER #69 
Are You Looking At Me? - Social Media and Privacy 
Literacy
Dana Rotman - drotman@umd.edu
University of Mayland
Keywords: Social Media, Privacy Literacy
POSTER #70 
weathering the Storm: The Policy implications of 
Cloud Computing
Justin M. Grimes,  Paul T. Jaeger, Jimmy 
Lin - jgrimes2@umd.edu
University of Maryland
Keywords: Cloud computing, information policy, 
technology policy, law
POSTER #71 
Three Rs of digital Collections
Catherine E. Hall, Robin A. Naughton, Xia 
Lin - chall@ischool.drexel.edu 
drexel University  
Keywords: digital libraries, recommender system, 
information discovery
POSTER #72 
Privacy concerns and information disclosure: An 
illusion of control hypothesis
Laura Brandimarte, Alessandro Acquisti,  
George Loewenstein, Linda Babcock - 
lbrandim@andrew.cmu.edu  
Carnegie Mellon University
Keywords: Privacy, illusion of control, experiment
POSTER #73 
withdrawn
POSTER #74  
who’s watching Your Children? Value Propositions 
in Preteen Virtual worlds
Lisa P. Nathan, Eric M Meyers, Kristene 
Unsworth - lpn@u.washington.edu  
University of washington
Keywords: Virtual worlds, Privacy, Values, Safety, 
Surveillance, Youth
    what is ‘engagement’ in  
      a research institution? 
POSTER #75   
The “Lunch with a Scientist” Project: An informa-
tion Behavior Study in an Academic Health 
Sciences Center
Ellen Gay Detlefsen, Heiko Spallek, Titus 
Schleyer, Brian S. Butler - 
ellen@sis.pitt.edu 
University of Pittsburgh
Keywords: information Behavior; Medical Scien-
tists; Medical Clinicians; information Search and 
Retrieval 
POSTER #76 
Cunningham Children’s Home: Preserving the 
Past Through University-Community Partnership
Paolo P. Gujilde, Rebecca Crist, Logan 
Moore - pgujilde@illinois.edu 
University of illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Keywords: Community, Engagement, Archives, 
Collaboration, Children, Youth
POSTER #77 
information Resources Used by Academic Profes-
sors of the United States in the Electronic Age
Xi Niu, Bradley Hemminger - 
xiniu@unc.edu
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Keywords: scholarly communication, informa-
tion seeking , information resources, electronic 
journals, electronic format, Google, library
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